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 After falling behind 0-2 .5% of the time, he's at 0-2, 1-3, etc., so to him that's a big swing. The big swinging could have some leverage for us in that we hit, but it also means we make mistakes. I think the best thing we could do for players is to let them believe that the ones they choose to swing at will be hit. Then if they really do swing, and it's not a bad pitch, they are as likely to have an early success
as a late failure. Most of the strikeout guys I see have more good swings than bad ones. I think we need to take a bit of a different approach to instructing hitters. By the way, the idea of getting the bat speed up is not because of the "PEDs", but more because of the flawed way the "expert" hitting coach is teaching batting. The problem isn't necessarily PEDs. The advice he's giving is teaching people
how to hit, not how to make contact. One reason why BA is below.300 is because that's where the balls the pitchers are throwing are. I've seen this discussed with Kevin Seitzer before, and it makes sense. In the videos, you see Pujols in mid-swing, and he is going left-to-right, and his bat head is going right-to-left. But that's not how the hitters are taught. They are taught how to make contact with the
ball, and the bat heads go the other way. This would explain why the ones who are swinging and miss are often the ones who have above-average swing-and-miss abilities. Back to Judge, I think his swing is too short for him to have great batting skills. There was an article on the MLB website a while ago where Ken Rosenthal said that in order to have good batting skills, you need to be able to move

into the strike zone. I don't know if the advice in the article is the best, but in Judge's case, it could very well be. I don't know, but I know that if I want to have good batting skills, I need to be able to move into the strike zone, and it appears to me that Judge can't. I'd bet he doesn't swing at any good pitches, or if he swings and misses, he misses high. I'd bet that he's 82157476af
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